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Abstract

The Antarctic Slope Front and the associated Antarctic Slope Current are central in determining the dynamics along and the

exchanges across the continental shelf break around Antarctica. Here, we present new, four-year-long (2017-2021) records from

two moorings deployed on the upper part of the continental slope (530 m and 738 m depth) just upstream of the Filchner

Trough in the southern Weddell Sea. We use the records to describe the mean state and the seasonal variability of the shelf

break current and the regional hydrography. We find that (i) the current is bottom enhanced, (ii) the isotherms slope upwards

towards the shelfbreak, and more so for warmer isotherms, and (iii) the monthly mean thermocline depth is shallowest in

February-March and deepest in May-June while (iv) the current is strongest in April-June. On monthly timescales, we show

that (v) positive (warm) temperature anomalies of the de-seasoned records are associated with weaker-than-usual currents. Our

results contribute to the understanding of how warm ocean waters propagate southward and potentially affect basal melt rates

at the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf.
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Key Points:8

• Four years of observations show that the Antarctic Slope current north of the Filch-9

ner Trough is bottom enhanced and strongest during winter10

• On the upper part of the slope, the thermocline slopes upward towards the shelf11

break, and more so for warmer isotherms12

• On monthly time scales, positive temperature anomalies are associated with weaker-13

than-normal currents and vice versa.14
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Abstract15

The Antarctic Slope Front and the associated Antarctic Slope Current are central in de-16

termining the dynamics along and the exchanges across the continental shelf break around17

Antarctica. Here, we present new, four-year-long (2017-2021) records from two moor-18

ings deployed on the upper part of the continental slope (530 m and 738 m depth) just19

upstream of the Filchner Trough in the southern Weddell Sea. We use the records to de-20

scribe the mean state and the seasonal variability of the shelf break current and the re-21

gional hydrography. We find that (i) the current is bottom enhanced, (ii) the isotherms22

slope upwards towards the shelfbreak, and more so for warmer isotherms, and (iii) the23

monthly mean thermocline depth is shallowest in February-March and deepest in May-24

June while (iv) the current is strongest in April-June. On monthly timescales, we show25

that (v) positive (warm) temperature anomalies of the de-seasoned records are associ-26

ated with weaker-than-usual currents. Our results contribute to the understanding of27

how warm ocean waters propagate southward and potentially affect basal melt rates at28

the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf.29

Plain Language Summary30

The Antarctic ice shelves are melting at an accelerating rate. A large fraction of31

the melt occurs within the ice shelf cavities, and the heat needed to melt the ice comes32

from ”warm water” originating in the deep ocean. The ”warm” water is transported to-33

wards the cavities across the relatively shallow continental shelves by ocean currents. The34

Antarctic Slope Current, a current that flows along the continental slope, and the as-35

sociated front (i.e the border between cold and warm water masses) limit the amount36

of ”warm” water that enters the continental shelf. Here, we use new four-year-long moor-37

ing records from the upper part of the continental slope just east of the Filchner Trough38

in the southern Weddell Sea to study this current. We find that the strength of current39

increases towards the bottom and that it has a strong seasonal cycle with a maximum40

in April-June and a minimum in austral summer. The warm water shoals towards the41

shelf break and it is found 200 m shallower in February than in winter. Our results con-42

tribute to the understanding of how warm ocean waters propagate southward and po-43

tentially affect basal melt rates at the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf.44
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1 Introduction45

The Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) is a thermohaline front that separates the cold46

waters on the shallow continental shelf from the comparatively warm Circumpolar Deep47

Water (CDW) found at depth off the continental shelf (Whitworth et al., 1998; Orsi et48

al., 2002). The ASF is formed as prevailing easterly winds and southward surface Ek-49

man transport cause surface water to converge along the coast, elevating the sea surface50

along the Antarctic coastline and depressing the isopycnals (Ekman pumping, Sverdrup,51

1953). The ASF dynamically supports the Antarctic Slope Current (ASC; Jacobs, 1986),52

which flows westward around the Antarctic content. The meridional slope of the front,53

together with tides and eddies (Stewart et al., 2019), regulates the strength of the ASC,54

but also the accessibility of the CDW to the continental shelf. A relaxed, relatively flat-55

tened ASF means that CDW is found higher up in the water column and is more likely56

to enter the shelf. The dynamics of the ASF/ASC system thus largely determine the on-57

shelf oceanic heat flux and, ultimately, the amount of heat reaching the cavities beneath58

the floating ice shelves fringing the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Heywood et al., 2014). Where59

the slope of the ASF is gentle, for example in the Amundsen Sea, the continental shelves60

and the ice shelf cavities are flooded with CDW, and basal melt rates are high (e.g. Pritchard61

et al., 2012; Rignot et al., 2013; Shepherd et al., 2018). The steeper ASF in the south-62

ern Weddell Sea, on the other hand, causes the thermocline (i.e. the interface between63

the Warm Deep Water (WDW), which is a slightly cooler and fresher version of CDW64

specific to the Weddell Sea and the colder Winter Water above) to incrop at the con-65

tinental slope below the depth of the shelf break. The WDW hence has limited access66

to the Weddell shelf but is channeled southward along the flanks of the Filchner Trough67

(Ryan et al., 2017; Darelius et al., 2016, , see Fig. 1 for location) and the Central Trough68

west of the Berkner Bank (at 44◦W, Nicholls et al., 2008). The WDW inflow occurs par-69

ticularly during summer when the ASF relaxes, and WDW reaches higher up in the wa-70

ter column (Årthun et al., 2012; Semper & Darelius, 2017).71

The waters of the wide continental shelf and the Filchner-Ronne ice shelf (FRIS)72

cavity are, in general, characterized by temperatures close to or below the surface freez-73

ing point (Nicholls et al., 2009), resulting in relatively low melt rates beneath FRIS. Fu-74

ture projections suggest a potential regime shift in the southern Weddell Sea, with WDW75

flooding the continental shelf and a dramatic increase in basal melt rates beneath the76

Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS). The shift is predicted to occur within this century (Hellmer77
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et al., 2012, 2017) or possibly beyond 2100 (Naughten et al., 2021; Nissen et al., 2022),78

and it would require a combination of changes in the thermocline depth over the con-79

tinental slope and a reduction in the density of the cold and dense Ice Shelf Water (ISW),80

which currently prevents WDW from accessing the Filchner Trough and the FRIS cav-81

ity (K. Daae et al., 2020). The impact of increased melting beneath FRIS on the accel-82

eration and thinning of the upstream ice sheet and the global sea level rise is debated83

(Hill et al., 2021) as the models used for these predictions are poorly constrained by ob-84

servations. Paleo-records and simulations, however, point to the southern Weddell Sea85

and the Recovery basin as a region sensitive to change (Stokes et al., 2022). To better86

predict the likelihood and timing of a regime shift, we must understand the dynamics87

controlling the flow of WDW across the shelf break in the southern Weddell Sea. That88

is, we need to improve our understanding of the local ASC / ASF system.89

Most of the observations of the westward-flowing ASC in the Weddell Sea are from90

the eastern Weddell Sea, where the continental shelf is narrow and the ASC/ASF is near91

the ice fronts. In this area, the ASC is merged with the coastal current, which follows92

the coastline and ice fronts around Antarctica (Heywood et al., 1998). The ASC is sur-93

face intensified (Heywood et al., 1998; Chavanne et al., 2010) with annual mean core ve-94

locities off Kapp Norvegia ranging from 10 to 20 cm/s (Fahrbach et al., 1992, , see Fig.95

1 for location). It displays a relatively strong seasonal variation, reaching its maximum96

strength in autumn (Fahrbach et al., 1992; Nunez-Riboni & Fahrbach, 2009). This sea-97

sonal pattern appears coherent along the southern rim of the Weddell Sea (Le Paih et98

al., 2020). The surface-intensified current weakens with increasing depth due to the southward-99

sloping isopycnals. In the eastern Weddell Sea, there are observations of an eastward un-100

dercurrent at deeper levels (Heywood et al., 1998; Smedsrud et al., 2006; Nunez-Riboni101

& Fahrbach, 2009; Chavanne et al., 2010). Near the seafloor, however, the tilt of the isopy-102

cnals often reverses, i.e., the isopycnals shoal towards the coast, potentially due to bot-103

tom Ekman transport (Smedsrud et al., 2006) and/or eddy overturning (Nøst et al., 2011;104

Hattermann et al., 2014; Stewart & Thompson, 2015).105

Further west, the ASC separates from the coast and the coastal current near 27◦W106

(Foster & Carmack, 1976), where the continental shelf widens. In this region, the pres-107

ence of relatively dense water masses on the continental shelf gives rise to a V-shaped108

pycnocline (Gill, 1973; Thompson et al., 2018) that is co-located with the shelf break.109

Consequently, descriptions of ASC properties and variability based on observations from110
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the eastern Weddell Sea may not directly apply to the Filchner Trough region - a region111

identified as central for both the inflow of WDW (Ryan et al., 2017; Hellmer et al., 2012)112

and the outflow of dense ISW and the formation of Antarctic bottom water (Foldvik et113

al., 2004). Observations from 2021 suggest an unprecedented (in observations) warm-114

ing of the WDW core above the upper part of the continental slope, accompanied by a115

freshening of the overlying Winter Water to the north of the Filchner Trough (Darelius116

et al., 2023). Although this warming does not appear to have propagated onto the con-117

tinental shelf, where the inflow was warmer and stronger in 2017-2018 (Ryan et al., 2020),118

it highlights the need to improve our understanding of the dynamics and variability of119

the ASC/ASF system.120

In this study, we describe the mean properties and the seasonality of the ASC/ASF121

and the hydrography on the upper continental slope just east of the Filchner Trough.122

Our analysis is based on a dataset spanning four years, from 2017 to 2021, obtained from123

oceanographic moorings deployed at depths of 530, 740, and 2570 m. We make use of124

(i) two neighboring continental slope moorings to quantify the slope of the isotherms/isopycnals125

in the vicinity of the shelf break and (ii) the length of the records to describe the aver-126

age seasonal patterns and to identify links between the strength of the ASC and tem-127

perature anomalies. We use hydrographic data from ships and instrumented Weddell seals128

to discuss the broader context.129
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2 Data and methods130

2.1 Mooring data131

We analyze results from three oceanographic moorings, operated on the continen-132

tal slope in the region east of Filchner Trough (Fig. 1) from 2017-2021. The moorings133

were deployed during the WAPITI cruise (JCR16004, Sallée, 2017) in February 2017 and134

recovered in February 2021 during the COSMUS expedition (PS124 Hellmer & Holtap-135

pels, 2021). The mooring data are available from Darelius (2023). Two moorings were136

deployed on the upper part of the slope: M740 (74◦33.00’ S, 29◦54.48’ W) at 740 m depth137

and M530 (74◦35.70’ S, 29◦54.97’ W) at 530 m depth. These moorings were equipped138

with current meters: 75 kHz (2 h) and 150 kHz (1h) Acoustic Doppler Curren Profilers139

from RDI, Recording Current Meters from Aanderaa (2h), and hydrographic sensors: SBE37(600140

s), SBE39(900 s), and SBE56(120 s) from Seabird Electronics (SBE), where the num-141

ber in parenthesis gives the maximum sampling interval used for that instrument type142

(see Table 1 and Fig. 2). The third mooring, M2570 (74◦ 1.17’ S, 28◦ 4.78’ W) at 2750143

m depth, was deployed to hold a sound source (for Argo positioning) but included two144

temperature sensors (one SBE39 and one SBE56, Table 1). Additionally, one-year-long145

records from a mooring deployed at approximately the M740 position in 2009 (Jensen et146

al., 2013) complement the study.147

The data from M740 and M530 were processed as described in Darelius (2023). If148

not stated otherwise, analyses are performed using records of hourly mean values (bi-149

hourly records are interpolated linearly). The alongslope current is obtained by rotat-150

ing the coordinate system 146◦ counterclockwise, which roughly aligns the x-axis with151

the mean current at 300 mab. Moorings M530 and M740 are separated by 5 km, and M2570152

is located 80 km from M740. We assume that the measurements are de-correlated on the153

timescale of passing weather systems and continental shelf waves (about a week), and154

estimate the effective degrees of freedom (DOF) by the number of observations divided155

by the number of hours in a week, and the standard error by the standard deviation di-156

vided by the square root of DOF.157

For comparison, data from moorings deployed between 2014 and 2021 at 76◦S on158

the continental shelf east of the FT (CS, Ryan et al., 2017, ,cyan squares in Fig. 1) are159

discussed in the text.160
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Table 1. Details about moorings and mooring instrumentation. Depths with sensors for tem-

perature and salinity are given in bold, and depths with only temperature are given in normal

font. Ranges for velocity measurements with ADCP are given as shallowest bin : bin size : deep-

est bin.

1 Point measurement

Bottom Depth of Depth of

Position Period depth [m] hydrography sensors [m] velocity bins [m]

M530 74◦35.70’ S, 2017-2021 530 505, 496, 471, 456, 431, 404, 26:8:298, 5061

29◦54.97’ W 379, 354, 328

M740 74◦33.00’ S, 2017-2021 740 716, 707, 682, 657, 632, 604, 46:16:478, 7171

29◦54.48’ W 579, 554, 529, 503, 478, 453,

428, 403, 378, 353, 328, 303

M2570 74◦ 1.17’ S, 2017-2021 2570

28◦ 4.78’ W 2570 571, 371

2.2 Auxiliary data161

CTD profiles from the continental slope are available from the deployment in 2017162

(2017; Sallée, 2017) and recovery (2021; Hellmer & Holtappels, 2021) cruises. The po-163

sition of the CTD profiles included in the study is shown in Fig. 1.164

In addition, we use CTD profiles collected by instrumented Weddell Seals (downloaded165

from MEOP, Treasure et al., 2017). Profiles from the study area are available from 2007166

(Nicholls et al., 2008), 2009, 2011 (Årthun et al., 2012) and 2014 (Nachtsheim et al., 2019).167

We include 112 profiles from the continental slope area upstream of FT (30◦45’ W - 25◦30’168

W), where the temperature indicates a thick WW layer (Θ < −1.8◦ C at 150 m depth).169

The profiles are binned according to month (Feb, April, June) and isobaths (500-600m170

and 600-700m). The number of profiles varies with year and month, with a total of 30171

profiles from February (21 from 2007 and 9 from 2009), 43 profiles from April (16 from172

2007, 25 from 2011, and 2 from 2014), and 39 profiles from June (8 from 2007 and 31173

from 2011).174
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Mooring records are compared to results extracted from the gridded monthly mean175

climatology compiled by Hattermann (2018) based on data from the region around Kapp176

Norvegia.177

Monthly mean sea ice concentrations and zonal 10m-wind velocities are extracted178

from the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) for the period 1979-2021 and averaged179

over the region 24-36◦W, 73-75.5◦S.180

2.3 Isotherm slope and the relation between temperature and density181

To quantify the slope of the isotherms between the two moorings on the upper part

of the continental slope, we define

∆ITD(θ, t) = ITD(θ, t)M740
− ITD(θ, t)M530

(1)

where ITD(θ, t)MX
is the depth of the isotherm θ, inferred through linear interpolation182

(in the vertical, resolution 5m) at each time step at mooring MX . ∆ITD(θ, t) is calcu-183

lated only when the isotherm was captured in both M740 and M530.184

At the depths covered by M530 and M740 and within the relevant temperature range

(-1.5◦C–0.4◦C), the density anomaly (referenced to 600 m) can be approximated (us-

ing the CTD-data and linear regression) from the Conservative Temperature, Θ, as

σ600 = 0.037Θ + 30.6 (2)

As a result, isopycnals are parallel to isotherms, and a positive ∆ITD means that isotherms185

and isopycnals slope upward towards the shelfbreak.186

3 Results187

Moorings M530 and M740 were deployed at the upper part of the continental slope,188

separated by about 5 km. The shallow part of the moorings is surrounded by relatively189

cold and fresh Winter Water (WW), while the deeper part of the moorings is (mostly)190

surrounded by warm mWDW (Fig. 2), and the moorings hence typically capture the ther-191

mocline and the upper part of the WDW-layer. There is large variability in thermocline192

depth on daily timescales caused by continental shelf waves that move the thermocline193

more than 100 m vertically as they travel past the moorings (Jensen et al., 2013; Sem-194

per & Darelius, 2017). Variability on shorter time scales in the records will be discussed195

elsewhere. We note that when the tides (which are relatively strong and enhanced sea-196
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sonally by resonant shelf waves Semper & Darelius, 2017) are filtered out, the current197

is directed westward along the slope, and that it is quasi-unidirectional (Fig. 3c-d). In198

this study, we use the 4-year records to investigate mean conditions and specifically fo-199

cus on the seasonal variability of the ASF/ASC characteristics.200

3.1 Mean conditions201

The moorings are located within the ASC, and the mean current is directed west-202

ward along the isobaths (Fig. 1 and Fig. 4) with mean velocities on the order of 0.10 m203

s−1. The upper instruments (above 350 m) of the moorings are surrounded by cold (Θ ≃204

-1.9◦C) water, and temperatures increase monotonically towards the bottom where they205

reach -0.4◦C and -1.1◦C at M740 and M530, respectively. The highest temperatures (above206

0.7◦C) are found towards the end of the records (Darelius et al., 2023).207

The time-averaged, vertical current profiles (Fig. 4a,c) reveal that the current on208

both moorings is bottom-enhanced. The mean velocity increases by about 50% over the209

bottom-most 200 m, i.e. roughly over the depth of the layer that is influenced by mWDW.210

The temperature profiles (Fig. 4b), on the other hand, show that the temperature at a211

given depth is higher on M530 than at M74. This means that warm, dense (see Sec. 2.3)212

mWDW shoals towards the shelf break. The upward-sloping isotherms are also appar-213

ent in the temperature sections from the deployment cruise (Fig. 2a). The difference in214

isotherm depth between the two moorings, ∆ITD (eq. 1), is hence on average positive.215

The distribution of ∆ITD consistently shifts towards higher values (i.e., steeper isotherm216

slope) for higher temperatures (Fig. 5a). For water warmer than 0◦C the time-averaged217

value of ∆ITD is above 150 m. This is consistent with a bottom-enhanced westward flow218

in thermal wind balance. The velocity at the bottom at both M740 and M530 is higher219

for higher values of ∆ITD (not shown), and the vertical velocity shear in the lower part220

of the water column is larger when the temperature at the bottom is high (Fig. 5b).221

3.2 Seasonal variability222

The seasonal variability in the region is, in general, large. As summer transitions223

to winter, the daylight disappears, the temperature drops and the sea ice cover builds224

up and reaches close to 100% (Fig. 6a). The seasonal freeze-melt cycle and a seasonally225

variable momentum transfer from the atmosphere induce seasonal changes in the upper226
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ocean hydrography, which further affects the ASF/ASC system and modulates the in-227

flow of mWDW onto the continental shelf east of the FT (Årthun et al., 2012; Ryan et228

al., 2017). While the local seasonal signal in the wind forcing is weak (Fig. 6a), it has229

been shown that the ASC upstream of the study area is forced remotely (Lauber, Hat-230

termann, et al., 2023; Le Paih et al., 2020). To describe the mean seasonality in the re-231

gion, we use the 4-year-long time series to generate seasonal climatology with monthly232

resolution.233

The temperature climatology confirms the seasonal change in thermocline depth234

above the continental slope in the region apparent in Fig. 3a-b and described by, e.g. Semper235

and Darelius (2017). The mean position of the thermocline at M740 is about 200 m shal-236

lower during austral summer than during winter. The seasonality in thermocline depth237

is asymmetric, with a relatively abrupt drop in March-April (most clearly seen in Fig.238

3a as interannual variability in the timing smears the signal out in Fig. 6b-c) and a more239

progressive shoaling during winter and spring.240

The mean bottom temperature is accordingly the highest towards the end of aus-241

tral summer when it reaches close to 0◦C. It is, on average, about 1◦C lower during win-242

ter (Fig. 6b-c). The hydrographic changes in the lower part of the water column follow243

the mixing line between WDW and WW (Fig. 2b, triangles), suggesting that they re-244

sult from the heaving and sinking of the WDW-WW interface, and not from e.g. advec-245

tion. Higher up in the water column, the temperature remains at or close to the surface246

freezing point (-1.9◦C) throughout the year, while the salinity varies. The absolute salin-247

ity at M740, 328 m depth, is about 0.1 g kg−1 higher during summer than in winter (Fig.248

2b, squares, and 6d). At M530 (354 m depth), the phasing of the seasonality in salinity249

is similar, but since the amplitude is slightly lower, the difference in salinity between the250

two moorings is largest during winter (JJA) and smallest in autumn and spring.251

The seasonal changes in hydrography are accompanied by seasonality in the strength252

of the along-slope current, which is strongest (0.20-0.25 m s−1) at the bottom of M740253

and M530) in autumn and weakest (<0.10 m s−1) in spring (Fig. 6e). The current above254

the upper part of the slope hence increases when the thermocline is deepening and the255

temperatures above the slope decrease, and the current is weak when the thermocline256

is shoaling and temperatures increase. This is consistent with a barotropic, along-slope257

current driven by Ekman convergence along the coast. As surface water piles up along258

the coast, the current strength increases rapidly, and the thermocline depth decreases.259

–10–
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While interannual variability of the ASC, its cause, and effect on the mWDW in-260

flow and the hydrography on the continental shelf are discussed by Steiger (2023), we261

note here that the link between weak currents and high temperatures, established above262

on a seasonal scale, also holds on interannual time scales. When we subtract the mean263

seasonal signal from records of monthly mean temperature and along-slope velocity, Fig.264

11, a consistent pattern of interannual variability appears; temperatures are generally265

above average for the first and last part of the record, and below average in the middle266

part of the record. The along-slope velocity shows the opposite pattern, with velocities267

less than average in the first and last parts of the record. Over the full record, temper-268

ature and current anomalies are negatively correlated (typically r ≃ −0.5 at mid-level269

on M740, significant at 95% level following (Sciremammano, 1979)) with the maximum270

correlation occurring at one month lag (current leads). The correlation is lower (typi-271

cally r ≃ −0.4 and barely significant at 95%-level) at M530.272

Returning to the current measurements from M530 and M740, we note that it is not273

only the strength but also the vertical structure of the current that changes throughout274

the year (Fig. 7). The vertical shear in the shallower part of the records (above 200 mab275

and typically within the WW-layer) and that of the lower part of the water column (af-276

fected by mWDW) evolves differently throughout the year. To highlight the difference277

in the seasonal evolution of the vertical shear, we show the monthly mean ”bulk” gra-278

dient, ∆u/∆z of the two layers in Fig. 9 and compare the results to the observed hor-279

izontal density gradients (using the equations for thermal wind balance) and seasonal280

changes in ∆ITD (Fig. 8).281

The currents in the portion of the water column that is more than 200 mab show282

little change with depth during most of the year (August - March/April), while gradi-283

ents are relatively large during the winter months. The currents then increase with depth284

throughout most of the (observed) water column. The thermal wind balance tells us that285

the density hence must be increasing towards the south. Indeed, CTD-profiles collected286

by instrumented Weddell Seals in the area during winter suggest that salinities in the287

upper part of the water columns are higher over shallower isobaths (Fig. 10). The ob-288

served shear (above 200 mab) is largest at M530, but this is partly an artifact of the anal-289

ysis, as the small depth range with data return during austral summer at M740 limits290

the depth range over which the velocity gradient in Fig. 9a is calculated. The vertical291

gradients are weaker and close to zero during spring and summer, especially at M530. The292
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magnitude of the vertical gradient over the upper layer agrees with thermal wind esti-293

mates using the observed horizontal density gradient (Fig. 9a,c).294

We saw above that the bottom enhancement is - at least partly - associated with295

mWDW ”climbing” up along the bottom and upward-sloping isotherms, but although296

there is a tendency for higher values of ∆ITD during winter (Fig. 8) there is no appar-297

ent seasonal signal in the vertical velocity shear for the lower part of the water column298

(Fig. 9b).299

Finally, we note that the seasonal signal in temperature observed at M2570, located300

80 km to the northeast of M740, above the 2570 m isobath, is out of phase with the ob-301

servations from M740 and M530; when the temperature drops above the upper part of302

the continental slope as the mWDW deepens, the temperature at M2570 increases, sug-303

gesting that the mWDW rises above the deeper part of the slope (Fig. 6f). A similar304

temperature maximum in March-April is observed at similar depths in the monthly cli-305

matology from Kapp Norvegia (Hattermann, 2018) above the deeper part of the slope306

(Fig. 6f, but these records all show an additional, secondary temperature maximum in307

December-January. Lauber, de Steur, et al. (2023) show similar out-of-phase behavior308

in thermocline depth between shallow and deep isobaths just east of the Fimbul ice shelf309

(around the 0◦W).310

4 Discussion311

New observations spanning the period 2017-2021 from two moorings on the upper312

part of the continental slope just east of the Filchner Trough reveal details of the struc-313

ture, seasonality, and interannual variability of the ASC/ASF at the southern Weddell314

Sea continental slope. The study area is on the border between the ”Fresh shelf/Surface315

intensified ASC” in the east and the ”Dense shelf/Bottom intensified ASC” further west316

(Huneke et al., 2022; Thompson et al., 2018). The westward flowing current is bottom317

enhanced, in agreement with the modeled results by Huneke et al. (2022), but contrary318

to their results, the current shows a strong seasonal signal also at depth; the current is319

strongest during April-June when monthly mean currents reach a strength of 0.25 (0.15)320

m s−1 at 25 (250) mab.321

The vertical shear is largest when the current is strongest in April-June. This is322

due to an on-shore directed salinity gradient in the upper layer. The monthly mean along-323

slope velocities in April-June are 0.1-0.2 m s−1 larger than the minimum velocity, which324
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is recorded in September-October. The amplitude of seasonal variability in the along-325

slope current is larger at the bottom than higher up in the water column and larger over326

shallower isobaths (M530) than over deeper isobaths (M750). The timing of the maximum327

velocities in late autumn observed at M530 and M750 align with maximum ASC trans-328

port inferred at 17◦W (Graham et al., 2013) and with maximum velocities reported from329

the Prime Meridian and Kapp Norvegia (0 / 12◦W, Le Paih et al., 2020). We note, how-330

ever, that the seasonal amplitude in M530 and M750 is larger by a factor of at least two331

(compared to Le Paih et al., 2020; Auger et al., 2022).332

The thermocline depth shows a pronounced seasonal cycle (Årthun et al., 2012; Sem-333

per & Darelius, 2017), with a vertical excursion of about 200 m in its (monthly) mean334

position. This vertical excursion in the monthly averaged records is distinct from excur-335

sions of similar amplitude on daily timescales caused by coastal trapped waves (Jensen336

et al., 2013). The thermocline is at its shallowest towards the end of the summer (Febru-337

ary), and it then drops rapidly in Autumn (March - April) when the mWDW more or338

less completely disappears from M530.339

The seasonal inflow of mWDW onto the continental shelf east of the FT (Årthun340

et al., 2012; Ryan et al., 2017) occasionally reaches the Filchner ice front (Darelius et341

al., 2016), and it is tightly linked to the seasonality above the slope. The thermocline342

deepens in March-April and shuts off the warm inflow, as mWDW is no longer available343

at depths shallower than the depth of the shelf break (Ryan et al., 2017). The prolonged344

warm inflow in 2017 (Ryan et al., 2020), during which warmer than usual mWDW was345

surrounding oceanographic moorings on the shelf (76◦S, see Fig. 1) several months longer346

than in the rest of the record (Ryan et al., 2017; Steiger, 2023), does, however, not seem347

to be caused by a prolonged warm situation on the shelf break. While water during the348

inflow season of 2017 is warmer than ”normal” (Fig. 11), the warm water disappears from349

the upper part of the slope in April ”as usual” (Fig. 3b) and winter temperatures in 2017350

at M530/740 were not anomalously high.351

We note that the period during which actual inflow, i.e., southward flow, is observed352

at 76◦S (Ryan et al., 2017, their ”phase 2” (roughly April-June), see their Fig. 3) coin-353

cides with the period of maximum current strength at M530 and M750 (Fig. 6d). The ad-354

vection time scale from the shelf break to 76S is on the order of several weeks or months355

(Steiger, 2023), and since the mWDW appears at the 76S mooring sites before or im-356

mediately after the currents here shift to a southward direction, there must have been357
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southward flow on the continental shelf further north earlier in the season. One plau-358

sible explanation, consistent with the observations, is that a circulation cell on the shelf359

east of the FT, which includes a southward flow (of mWDW, when present) and a north-360

ward return flow above the eastern flank of the FT, extends further south in the period361

when the current over the shelf break is strongest.362

Easterly winds and converging Ekman transports along the coast generally cause363

a southward deepening of the thermocline (Sverdrup, 1953), but the mooring records show364

a persistent upward slope of isotherms (and hence isopycnals) towards the shelf break.365

Isotherms sloping upwards towards the shelf break are regularly observed above the con-366

tinental slope in CTD sections from the southern Weddell Sea (Chavanne et al., 2010;367

Nøst, 2004; Heywood et al., 1998, and Fig. 2). The uplift could potentially facilitate the368

on-shelf flow of warm water as mWDW is lifted to shallower depths - but the uplift is369

largest during winter when the warm inflow is limited (Fig. 5c). Nøst et al. (2011) sug-370

gest that one potential explanation for the shoaling isotherms (isopycnals) is the inter-371

action between eddies and a sloping topography (Greatbatch & Li, 2000). We note, how-372

ever, that the Eddy Kinetic Energy (EKE) in the region shows a pronounced maximum373

during summer (Darelius et al., 2023, , their Fig. 6), whereas the uplift is largest dur-374

ing winter.375

It is also possible that the presence of the FT is causing or contributing to the south-

ward thermocline shoaling, as water columns are steered onto shallower isobaths to con-

serve potential vorticity when encountering the ”corner” (i.e., the southward bending

isobaths) of the FT opening (Williams et al., 2001). To further investigate this effect,

we apply the scaling for the radius of curvature, Rc, suggested by Williams et al. (2001)

to a barotropic shelf break jet over a sloping bottom that encounters a sharp corner:

Rc = 1.3

√
Uh0

f∇h
(3)

where U is the along slope velocity, h0 the initial depth of the stream line considered,

f = 10−4 s−1 the Coriolis parameter and ∇h ≃ ∆h/∆x ≃ 0.04 at the mooring site.

If the shear of the jet is small compared to f and we assume that changes in the shape

of the jet as it moves around the corner can be ignored (in Williams et al. (2001) sim-

ulations, this largely holds above the slope but not on the shelf), then conservation of

potential vorticity gives

f

h0
=

f − U/Rc

h0 −∆h
(4)
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and we can solve for ∆h = F (U,∇h, h0), where ∆h is the change in depth of a water376

column needed to compensate for the change in potential vorticity of the turning jet. ∆h377

increases for increasing values of U, h0, and ∇h (Fig. 12a) and are on the order of 100-378

200m for values relevant to our mooring site. If the entire jet moves onto shallower iso-379

baths, then the depth of a given isotherm D0 would decrease so that D′
0 = D0/h0x(h0−380

∆h), and since the effect is larger over shallower isobaths, this gives rise to upward slop-381

ing isotherms (Fig. 12b). The scaling suggests that the effect could be noticeable at the382

mooring site and that it, in accordance with the observations, would increase with in-383

creasing velocities. Note, however, that the results and the scaling by Williams et al. (2001)384

are valid for a barotropic jet and a case where all isobaths make a corner, whereas, on385

the mooring site, the current has a baroclinic component (Fig. 7) and only the shallower386

isobaths turn into the Filchner Trough. A similar behavior, with streamlines ”cutting387

the corner” to conserve potential vorticity, is, however, observed also in Williams et al.388

(2001)’s trough simulations, which largely resembles the setting at the Filchner Trough389

(albeit barotropic and in the northern hemisphere). It is not clear how stratification and390

the baroclinic component of the flow would affect the results.391

5 Summary392

We have described the mean properties and the seasonal signal of the ASC/ASF393

system above the upper part of the slope just east of the Filchner Trough based on new,394

four-year-long mooring records. In this region, the ASC close to the shelf break has a395

mean strength of about 0.1 m s−1, and the current is bottom-enhanced. The vertical shear396

in the upper part of the water column is largest during austral winter when the horizon-397

tal salinity gradient between the relatively dense shelf and the fresher waters of the ASC398

is largest. The isotherms in the lower part of the water column shoal towards the shelf399

break, and since the isotherms are parallel to isopycnals, the tilt contributes to the bot-400

tom enhancement of the current. Maximum isotherm tilt is observed during winter, and401

it is larger for higher temperatures and stronger currents. We suggest that the shoaling402

is linked to local topography and the conservation of potential vorticity. As the ASC en-403

counters the southward turning isobaths marking the opening of the FT, it climbs higher404

up on the slope to compensate for the potential vorticity induced by the curved stream-405

lines.406
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The mooring records reveal a strong seasonality in the ASC/ASF system, with the407

highest along-slope velocities in April-June and the highest temperatures / shallowest408

thermocline in February-March. Anomalously strong currents appear to be connected409

to negative temperature anomalies at one month lag.410

Further observational and modeling studies are needed to understand the link be-411

tween atmospheric forcing, the strength of the ASC / ASF and the inflow of warm wa-412

ter towards the ice shelf cavities.413
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Figure 1. Map over the study area with bathymetry (Fretwell et al., 2013) in blue shading

according to the colorbar. The 500 m isobath is highlighted in black. The circulation in the area

is shown with blue (outflow of ISW) and red (slope front and coastal current) arrows (Darelius

et al., 2014; Ryan et al., 2017), and the positions of the M530/740 (red circle), M2570 (magenta

triangle), Kapp Norvegia (black pentagon) moorings and moorings at 76◦S (cyan squares) are

indicated. Floating ice shelves are shown in dark gray and land in light gray. FT indicates the

Filchner Trough, KN is Kapp Norvegia, and FIS is the Filchner Ice Shelf. The insets show (up-

per, left) the position of the study area and (lower, right) a zoom-in to the area marked with a

red rectangle in the main figure, covering the upper part of the continental slope at the FT open-

ing. In the latter, positions of the CTD-section shown in Fig. 2 are marked with green squares

and mean currents (25 mab) from historical moorings (black dots, Foldvik et al., 2004; Jensen et

al., 2013; K. B. Daae et al., 2017) and M740 and M530 (red dots) are shown as sticks. The blue

arrow on the continental shelf in the lower left corner gives the velocity scale. Isobaths are shown

every 250 m, with the 500 m isobath in bold.
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Figure 2. a) Temperature sections across the continental slope at the position of mooring

M740 and M530 (roughly along 30◦W, see Fig. 1 for location) occupied 25 February (duration 17

h) in 2017. The position of individual CTD profiles is indicated with black triangles at the upper

y-axis. The position of the moorings is indicated in (a), where black dots denote temperature

sensors, red circles salinity sensors, and where levels with velocity records are marked in green.

The dashed white lines show the target depth of the temperature sensors at M2570. b) Θ-SA di-

agram showing monthly mean hydrography from M740 at 707 m (triangles) and 328 m (squares)

depth color-coded with respect to time. The grey dots show the complete hydrography record

from the mooring, while the CTD-cast occupied in the vicinity of the mooring site on recovery

(February 2021) is shown in white.
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Figure 3. Hovmöller diagram of temperature at a) M740 and b) M530. Hovmöller diagram

of alongslope velocity at c) M740 and d) M530. Triangles at the y-axis show the measurement

depths, and the triangles on the upper x-axis mark 1 January of each year. The current meter

data are low-pass filtered using a 5th-order Butterworth filter with a cut-off period of 48 h to

remove tides and topographic Rossby waves (Jensen et al., 2013). Note that the vertical scale

differs between (a-b) and (c-d) and that the lower ADCP bin and point measurement of velocity

are extended vertically over >100m. Periods without data are marked in grey
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Figure 4. Time-averaged a) current profile from M740, b) temperature profiles from M740 and

M530 according to the legend and c) current profile for M530. The bottom depth is indicated in

grey, where the dashed grey line in (b) is the bottom depth at M530 and the filled box the bot-

tom depth at M740. The scale arrow in the lower left corner of (c) is valid for (a) and (c), and

the velocity vectors shown are horizontal velocities. For clarity, results from every other (every

fourth) ADCP-bin are shown in a(c).
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Figure 5. a) Line histograms of ∆ITD for isotherms according to the legend. The colored

triangles at the upper x-axis show the time-averaged value of ∆ITD for the respective isotherm.

Positive values indicate that the isotherm is higher up in the water column on M530 than on

M740. b) Time-averaged difference in along slope velocity (∆u) between the two lowest levels

with current measurements (see Table 1) in 0.2◦C wide temperature bins for M740 (red squares)

and M530 (blue circles). Negative values indicate that the velocity decreases upward. The shad-

ing shows a conservative estimate of the standard error (see sec. 2.1) for ∆u (for M740), and the

dashed line shows the number of observations within each bottom temperature bin for M740.
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Figure 6. Mean seasonal cycle of a) local zonal wind and sea ice concentration, b) temper-

ature as a function of depth at M740,c) bottom temperature d) upper-level Absolute Salinity at

M740 (328 m, squares / red line, dashed white line in panel b) and M530 (354 m, triangles / blue

line), e) along-slope velocity, and f) temperature at mooring M2570 at 571 m (black line) and

371 m (dashed, black line) depth. The mean seasonal cycle in bottom temperature at M740 (red

line, from panel c) and the seasonal cycle extracted from the Kapp Norvegia climatology (marked

H18 in the legend, Hattermann, 2018) at similar isobath and depths are included for comparison

(magenta lines). In (b), the black triangles on the y-axis show the depth of the sensors, and in (a,

c-f), the shaded area shows the standard error. The color of the markers in panel (c) shows the

temperature at the same depth using the color scale from panel (b).
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Figure 7. Deployment mean vertical profiles of along-slope velocity for a) January, b) Febru-

ary, c) March, d) April, e) May, f) June, g) July, h) August, i) September, j) October, k) Novem-

ber and l) December at M740 (red) and M530 (blue). Monthly mean profiles from individual years

at M740 are shown in grey. The velocity scale is centered around the value observed at M740, 300

m depth, but the range shown is the same in all panels so that gradients are comparable. The

dashed lines in (l) show the vertical range of ∆u shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 8. Monthly mean ∆ITD for isotherms according to the legend. Only values for months

when the isotherm was within the vertical range of the two moorings more than 25% of the time

are shown.
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Figure 9. Monthly mean vertical gradients in along slope velocity over a) the middle and

b) the lower part of the water column. The dashed lines show the vertical velocity gradient es-

timated from the horizontal density difference between the two moorings (thermal wind) with

density calculated from the observed temperature and salinity (black) and temperature only

using eq. 2 (grey). Only months for which the temperature is within the temperature range for

which eq. 2 is valid (-1.5< Θ < 0.4◦C) at both moorings more than 75% of the time are shown.

The depth ranges used for the different layers and moorings are indicated in Fig. 7l. Note that

the y-axis is reversed. Negative values indicate that the velocity increases towards the bottom. c)

Monthly mean in situ density difference between M740 and M530 at about 510 m (squares) and

340 m (triangles) depth calculated from observed salinity and temperature (black) and temper-

ature only (grey). Positive values indicate that the density at M530 is higher. Note that there is

a ≃30m difference in the depth of the sensors at the two moorings. The figure is based on data

recorded before June 2019, when the lower current meters stopped recording.
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Figure 10. Monthly mean profiles of Absolute Salinity (continuous lines) collected by instru-

mented Weddell Seals between the 500-600 m isobath (orange) and the 600-700 m isobath (blue)

in the shelf break region upstream of FT. The standard deviation is given by color shading, and

the number of profiles included in the mean profiles is indicated by the dashed lines, following

the upper horizontal axis. Only profiles with a thick (>150 m) WW layer (Θ < −1.8◦ C) are

included.
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Figure 11. De-seasoned, monthly mean anomalies of temperature at a) M740 and b) M530

and of along slope velocity at c) M740 and d) M530. For clarity, only levels and months where the

anomaly is larger than one standard deviation are shown, and the depth ranges without velocity

measurements are colored grey. Note that the current meters at 25 mab stopped recording in

June 2019 on both moorings.
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Figure 12. a) Change in depth (∆h) for the turning jet as a function of velocity, for different

initial depth of the streamlines (h0, color according to legend) and slope (∇h = 0.04 solid lines

and ∇h = 0.01 dashed lines). b) Position of (initially horizontal) isotherms after a ∆h = 200m

onshore shift. c) Sketch showing the streamlines (dashed lines) of a barotropic jet encountering

a corner in the bathymetry (black lines) in the southern hemisphere. The current enters from

the lower bottom (black arrows) and deeper water is to the right of the current (freely after

Williams et al., 2001, , their Fig. 5).
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Key Points:8

• Four years of observations show that the Antarctic Slope current north of the Filch-9

ner Trough is bottom enhanced and strongest during winter10

• On the upper part of the slope, the thermocline slopes upward towards the shelf11

break, and more so for warmer isotherms12

• On monthly time scales, positive temperature anomalies are associated with weaker-13

than-normal currents and vice versa.14

Corresponding author: Elin Darelius, elin.darelius@uib.no
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Abstract15

The Antarctic Slope Front and the associated Antarctic Slope Current are central in de-16

termining the dynamics along and the exchanges across the continental shelf break around17

Antarctica. Here, we present new, four-year-long (2017-2021) records from two moor-18

ings deployed on the upper part of the continental slope (530 m and 738 m depth) just19

upstream of the Filchner Trough in the southern Weddell Sea. We use the records to de-20

scribe the mean state and the seasonal variability of the shelf break current and the re-21

gional hydrography. We find that (i) the current is bottom enhanced, (ii) the isotherms22

slope upwards towards the shelfbreak, and more so for warmer isotherms, and (iii) the23

monthly mean thermocline depth is shallowest in February-March and deepest in May-24

June while (iv) the current is strongest in April-June. On monthly timescales, we show25

that (v) positive (warm) temperature anomalies of the de-seasoned records are associ-26

ated with weaker-than-usual currents. Our results contribute to the understanding of27

how warm ocean waters propagate southward and potentially affect basal melt rates at28

the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf.29

Plain Language Summary30

The Antarctic ice shelves are melting at an accelerating rate. A large fraction of31

the melt occurs within the ice shelf cavities, and the heat needed to melt the ice comes32

from ”warm water” originating in the deep ocean. The ”warm” water is transported to-33

wards the cavities across the relatively shallow continental shelves by ocean currents. The34

Antarctic Slope Current, a current that flows along the continental slope, and the as-35

sociated front (i.e the border between cold and warm water masses) limit the amount36

of ”warm” water that enters the continental shelf. Here, we use new four-year-long moor-37

ing records from the upper part of the continental slope just east of the Filchner Trough38

in the southern Weddell Sea to study this current. We find that the strength of current39

increases towards the bottom and that it has a strong seasonal cycle with a maximum40

in April-June and a minimum in austral summer. The warm water shoals towards the41

shelf break and it is found 200 m shallower in February than in winter. Our results con-42

tribute to the understanding of how warm ocean waters propagate southward and po-43

tentially affect basal melt rates at the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf.44
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1 Introduction45

The Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) is a thermohaline front that separates the cold46

waters on the shallow continental shelf from the comparatively warm Circumpolar Deep47

Water (CDW) found at depth off the continental shelf (Whitworth et al., 1998; Orsi et48

al., 2002). The ASF is formed as prevailing easterly winds and southward surface Ek-49

man transport cause surface water to converge along the coast, elevating the sea surface50

along the Antarctic coastline and depressing the isopycnals (Ekman pumping, Sverdrup,51

1953). The ASF dynamically supports the Antarctic Slope Current (ASC; Jacobs, 1986),52

which flows westward around the Antarctic content. The meridional slope of the front,53

together with tides and eddies (Stewart et al., 2019), regulates the strength of the ASC,54

but also the accessibility of the CDW to the continental shelf. A relaxed, relatively flat-55

tened ASF means that CDW is found higher up in the water column and is more likely56

to enter the shelf. The dynamics of the ASF/ASC system thus largely determine the on-57

shelf oceanic heat flux and, ultimately, the amount of heat reaching the cavities beneath58

the floating ice shelves fringing the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Heywood et al., 2014). Where59

the slope of the ASF is gentle, for example in the Amundsen Sea, the continental shelves60

and the ice shelf cavities are flooded with CDW, and basal melt rates are high (e.g. Pritchard61

et al., 2012; Rignot et al., 2013; Shepherd et al., 2018). The steeper ASF in the south-62

ern Weddell Sea, on the other hand, causes the thermocline (i.e. the interface between63

the Warm Deep Water (WDW), which is a slightly cooler and fresher version of CDW64

specific to the Weddell Sea and the colder Winter Water above) to incrop at the con-65

tinental slope below the depth of the shelf break. The WDW hence has limited access66

to the Weddell shelf but is channeled southward along the flanks of the Filchner Trough67

(Ryan et al., 2017; Darelius et al., 2016, , see Fig. 1 for location) and the Central Trough68

west of the Berkner Bank (at 44◦W, Nicholls et al., 2008). The WDW inflow occurs par-69

ticularly during summer when the ASF relaxes, and WDW reaches higher up in the wa-70

ter column (Årthun et al., 2012; Semper & Darelius, 2017).71

The waters of the wide continental shelf and the Filchner-Ronne ice shelf (FRIS)72

cavity are, in general, characterized by temperatures close to or below the surface freez-73

ing point (Nicholls et al., 2009), resulting in relatively low melt rates beneath FRIS. Fu-74

ture projections suggest a potential regime shift in the southern Weddell Sea, with WDW75

flooding the continental shelf and a dramatic increase in basal melt rates beneath the76

Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS). The shift is predicted to occur within this century (Hellmer77
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et al., 2012, 2017) or possibly beyond 2100 (Naughten et al., 2021; Nissen et al., 2022),78

and it would require a combination of changes in the thermocline depth over the con-79

tinental slope and a reduction in the density of the cold and dense Ice Shelf Water (ISW),80

which currently prevents WDW from accessing the Filchner Trough and the FRIS cav-81

ity (K. Daae et al., 2020). The impact of increased melting beneath FRIS on the accel-82

eration and thinning of the upstream ice sheet and the global sea level rise is debated83

(Hill et al., 2021) as the models used for these predictions are poorly constrained by ob-84

servations. Paleo-records and simulations, however, point to the southern Weddell Sea85

and the Recovery basin as a region sensitive to change (Stokes et al., 2022). To better86

predict the likelihood and timing of a regime shift, we must understand the dynamics87

controlling the flow of WDW across the shelf break in the southern Weddell Sea. That88

is, we need to improve our understanding of the local ASC / ASF system.89

Most of the observations of the westward-flowing ASC in the Weddell Sea are from90

the eastern Weddell Sea, where the continental shelf is narrow and the ASC/ASF is near91

the ice fronts. In this area, the ASC is merged with the coastal current, which follows92

the coastline and ice fronts around Antarctica (Heywood et al., 1998). The ASC is sur-93

face intensified (Heywood et al., 1998; Chavanne et al., 2010) with annual mean core ve-94

locities off Kapp Norvegia ranging from 10 to 20 cm/s (Fahrbach et al., 1992, , see Fig.95

1 for location). It displays a relatively strong seasonal variation, reaching its maximum96

strength in autumn (Fahrbach et al., 1992; Nunez-Riboni & Fahrbach, 2009). This sea-97

sonal pattern appears coherent along the southern rim of the Weddell Sea (Le Paih et98

al., 2020). The surface-intensified current weakens with increasing depth due to the southward-99

sloping isopycnals. In the eastern Weddell Sea, there are observations of an eastward un-100

dercurrent at deeper levels (Heywood et al., 1998; Smedsrud et al., 2006; Nunez-Riboni101

& Fahrbach, 2009; Chavanne et al., 2010). Near the seafloor, however, the tilt of the isopy-102

cnals often reverses, i.e., the isopycnals shoal towards the coast, potentially due to bot-103

tom Ekman transport (Smedsrud et al., 2006) and/or eddy overturning (Nøst et al., 2011;104

Hattermann et al., 2014; Stewart & Thompson, 2015).105

Further west, the ASC separates from the coast and the coastal current near 27◦W106

(Foster & Carmack, 1976), where the continental shelf widens. In this region, the pres-107

ence of relatively dense water masses on the continental shelf gives rise to a V-shaped108

pycnocline (Gill, 1973; Thompson et al., 2018) that is co-located with the shelf break.109

Consequently, descriptions of ASC properties and variability based on observations from110
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the eastern Weddell Sea may not directly apply to the Filchner Trough region - a region111

identified as central for both the inflow of WDW (Ryan et al., 2017; Hellmer et al., 2012)112

and the outflow of dense ISW and the formation of Antarctic bottom water (Foldvik et113

al., 2004). Observations from 2021 suggest an unprecedented (in observations) warm-114

ing of the WDW core above the upper part of the continental slope, accompanied by a115

freshening of the overlying Winter Water to the north of the Filchner Trough (Darelius116

et al., 2023). Although this warming does not appear to have propagated onto the con-117

tinental shelf, where the inflow was warmer and stronger in 2017-2018 (Ryan et al., 2020),118

it highlights the need to improve our understanding of the dynamics and variability of119

the ASC/ASF system.120

In this study, we describe the mean properties and the seasonality of the ASC/ASF121

and the hydrography on the upper continental slope just east of the Filchner Trough.122

Our analysis is based on a dataset spanning four years, from 2017 to 2021, obtained from123

oceanographic moorings deployed at depths of 530, 740, and 2570 m. We make use of124

(i) two neighboring continental slope moorings to quantify the slope of the isotherms/isopycnals125

in the vicinity of the shelf break and (ii) the length of the records to describe the aver-126

age seasonal patterns and to identify links between the strength of the ASC and tem-127

perature anomalies. We use hydrographic data from ships and instrumented Weddell seals128

to discuss the broader context.129
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2 Data and methods130

2.1 Mooring data131

We analyze results from three oceanographic moorings, operated on the continen-132

tal slope in the region east of Filchner Trough (Fig. 1) from 2017-2021. The moorings133

were deployed during the WAPITI cruise (JCR16004, Sallée, 2017) in February 2017 and134

recovered in February 2021 during the COSMUS expedition (PS124 Hellmer & Holtap-135

pels, 2021). The mooring data are available from Darelius (2023). Two moorings were136

deployed on the upper part of the slope: M740 (74◦33.00’ S, 29◦54.48’ W) at 740 m depth137

and M530 (74◦35.70’ S, 29◦54.97’ W) at 530 m depth. These moorings were equipped138

with current meters: 75 kHz (2 h) and 150 kHz (1h) Acoustic Doppler Curren Profilers139

from RDI, Recording Current Meters from Aanderaa (2h), and hydrographic sensors: SBE37(600140

s), SBE39(900 s), and SBE56(120 s) from Seabird Electronics (SBE), where the num-141

ber in parenthesis gives the maximum sampling interval used for that instrument type142

(see Table 1 and Fig. 2). The third mooring, M2570 (74◦ 1.17’ S, 28◦ 4.78’ W) at 2750143

m depth, was deployed to hold a sound source (for Argo positioning) but included two144

temperature sensors (one SBE39 and one SBE56, Table 1). Additionally, one-year-long145

records from a mooring deployed at approximately the M740 position in 2009 (Jensen et146

al., 2013) complement the study.147

The data from M740 and M530 were processed as described in Darelius (2023). If148

not stated otherwise, analyses are performed using records of hourly mean values (bi-149

hourly records are interpolated linearly). The alongslope current is obtained by rotat-150

ing the coordinate system 146◦ counterclockwise, which roughly aligns the x-axis with151

the mean current at 300 mab. Moorings M530 and M740 are separated by 5 km, and M2570152

is located 80 km from M740. We assume that the measurements are de-correlated on the153

timescale of passing weather systems and continental shelf waves (about a week), and154

estimate the effective degrees of freedom (DOF) by the number of observations divided155

by the number of hours in a week, and the standard error by the standard deviation di-156

vided by the square root of DOF.157

For comparison, data from moorings deployed between 2014 and 2021 at 76◦S on158

the continental shelf east of the FT (CS, Ryan et al., 2017, ,cyan squares in Fig. 1) are159

discussed in the text.160
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Table 1. Details about moorings and mooring instrumentation. Depths with sensors for tem-

perature and salinity are given in bold, and depths with only temperature are given in normal

font. Ranges for velocity measurements with ADCP are given as shallowest bin : bin size : deep-

est bin.

1 Point measurement

Bottom Depth of Depth of

Position Period depth [m] hydrography sensors [m] velocity bins [m]

M530 74◦35.70’ S, 2017-2021 530 505, 496, 471, 456, 431, 404, 26:8:298, 5061

29◦54.97’ W 379, 354, 328

M740 74◦33.00’ S, 2017-2021 740 716, 707, 682, 657, 632, 604, 46:16:478, 7171

29◦54.48’ W 579, 554, 529, 503, 478, 453,

428, 403, 378, 353, 328, 303

M2570 74◦ 1.17’ S, 2017-2021 2570

28◦ 4.78’ W 2570 571, 371

2.2 Auxiliary data161

CTD profiles from the continental slope are available from the deployment in 2017162

(2017; Sallée, 2017) and recovery (2021; Hellmer & Holtappels, 2021) cruises. The po-163

sition of the CTD profiles included in the study is shown in Fig. 1.164

In addition, we use CTD profiles collected by instrumented Weddell Seals (downloaded165

from MEOP, Treasure et al., 2017). Profiles from the study area are available from 2007166

(Nicholls et al., 2008), 2009, 2011 (Årthun et al., 2012) and 2014 (Nachtsheim et al., 2019).167

We include 112 profiles from the continental slope area upstream of FT (30◦45’ W - 25◦30’168

W), where the temperature indicates a thick WW layer (Θ < −1.8◦ C at 150 m depth).169

The profiles are binned according to month (Feb, April, June) and isobaths (500-600m170

and 600-700m). The number of profiles varies with year and month, with a total of 30171

profiles from February (21 from 2007 and 9 from 2009), 43 profiles from April (16 from172

2007, 25 from 2011, and 2 from 2014), and 39 profiles from June (8 from 2007 and 31173

from 2011).174
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Mooring records are compared to results extracted from the gridded monthly mean175

climatology compiled by Hattermann (2018) based on data from the region around Kapp176

Norvegia.177

Monthly mean sea ice concentrations and zonal 10m-wind velocities are extracted178

from the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) for the period 1979-2021 and averaged179

over the region 24-36◦W, 73-75.5◦S.180

2.3 Isotherm slope and the relation between temperature and density181

To quantify the slope of the isotherms between the two moorings on the upper part

of the continental slope, we define

∆ITD(θ, t) = ITD(θ, t)M740
− ITD(θ, t)M530

(1)

where ITD(θ, t)MX
is the depth of the isotherm θ, inferred through linear interpolation182

(in the vertical, resolution 5m) at each time step at mooring MX . ∆ITD(θ, t) is calcu-183

lated only when the isotherm was captured in both M740 and M530.184

At the depths covered by M530 and M740 and within the relevant temperature range

(-1.5◦C–0.4◦C), the density anomaly (referenced to 600 m) can be approximated (us-

ing the CTD-data and linear regression) from the Conservative Temperature, Θ, as

σ600 = 0.037Θ + 30.6 (2)

As a result, isopycnals are parallel to isotherms, and a positive ∆ITD means that isotherms185

and isopycnals slope upward towards the shelfbreak.186

3 Results187

Moorings M530 and M740 were deployed at the upper part of the continental slope,188

separated by about 5 km. The shallow part of the moorings is surrounded by relatively189

cold and fresh Winter Water (WW), while the deeper part of the moorings is (mostly)190

surrounded by warm mWDW (Fig. 2), and the moorings hence typically capture the ther-191

mocline and the upper part of the WDW-layer. There is large variability in thermocline192

depth on daily timescales caused by continental shelf waves that move the thermocline193

more than 100 m vertically as they travel past the moorings (Jensen et al., 2013; Sem-194

per & Darelius, 2017). Variability on shorter time scales in the records will be discussed195

elsewhere. We note that when the tides (which are relatively strong and enhanced sea-196
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sonally by resonant shelf waves Semper & Darelius, 2017) are filtered out, the current197

is directed westward along the slope, and that it is quasi-unidirectional (Fig. 3c-d). In198

this study, we use the 4-year records to investigate mean conditions and specifically fo-199

cus on the seasonal variability of the ASF/ASC characteristics.200

3.1 Mean conditions201

The moorings are located within the ASC, and the mean current is directed west-202

ward along the isobaths (Fig. 1 and Fig. 4) with mean velocities on the order of 0.10 m203

s−1. The upper instruments (above 350 m) of the moorings are surrounded by cold (Θ ≃204

-1.9◦C) water, and temperatures increase monotonically towards the bottom where they205

reach -0.4◦C and -1.1◦C at M740 and M530, respectively. The highest temperatures (above206

0.7◦C) are found towards the end of the records (Darelius et al., 2023).207

The time-averaged, vertical current profiles (Fig. 4a,c) reveal that the current on208

both moorings is bottom-enhanced. The mean velocity increases by about 50% over the209

bottom-most 200 m, i.e. roughly over the depth of the layer that is influenced by mWDW.210

The temperature profiles (Fig. 4b), on the other hand, show that the temperature at a211

given depth is higher on M530 than at M74. This means that warm, dense (see Sec. 2.3)212

mWDW shoals towards the shelf break. The upward-sloping isotherms are also appar-213

ent in the temperature sections from the deployment cruise (Fig. 2a). The difference in214

isotherm depth between the two moorings, ∆ITD (eq. 1), is hence on average positive.215

The distribution of ∆ITD consistently shifts towards higher values (i.e., steeper isotherm216

slope) for higher temperatures (Fig. 5a). For water warmer than 0◦C the time-averaged217

value of ∆ITD is above 150 m. This is consistent with a bottom-enhanced westward flow218

in thermal wind balance. The velocity at the bottom at both M740 and M530 is higher219

for higher values of ∆ITD (not shown), and the vertical velocity shear in the lower part220

of the water column is larger when the temperature at the bottom is high (Fig. 5b).221

3.2 Seasonal variability222

The seasonal variability in the region is, in general, large. As summer transitions223

to winter, the daylight disappears, the temperature drops and the sea ice cover builds224

up and reaches close to 100% (Fig. 6a). The seasonal freeze-melt cycle and a seasonally225

variable momentum transfer from the atmosphere induce seasonal changes in the upper226
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ocean hydrography, which further affects the ASF/ASC system and modulates the in-227

flow of mWDW onto the continental shelf east of the FT (Årthun et al., 2012; Ryan et228

al., 2017). While the local seasonal signal in the wind forcing is weak (Fig. 6a), it has229

been shown that the ASC upstream of the study area is forced remotely (Lauber, Hat-230

termann, et al., 2023; Le Paih et al., 2020). To describe the mean seasonality in the re-231

gion, we use the 4-year-long time series to generate seasonal climatology with monthly232

resolution.233

The temperature climatology confirms the seasonal change in thermocline depth234

above the continental slope in the region apparent in Fig. 3a-b and described by, e.g. Semper235

and Darelius (2017). The mean position of the thermocline at M740 is about 200 m shal-236

lower during austral summer than during winter. The seasonality in thermocline depth237

is asymmetric, with a relatively abrupt drop in March-April (most clearly seen in Fig.238

3a as interannual variability in the timing smears the signal out in Fig. 6b-c) and a more239

progressive shoaling during winter and spring.240

The mean bottom temperature is accordingly the highest towards the end of aus-241

tral summer when it reaches close to 0◦C. It is, on average, about 1◦C lower during win-242

ter (Fig. 6b-c). The hydrographic changes in the lower part of the water column follow243

the mixing line between WDW and WW (Fig. 2b, triangles), suggesting that they re-244

sult from the heaving and sinking of the WDW-WW interface, and not from e.g. advec-245

tion. Higher up in the water column, the temperature remains at or close to the surface246

freezing point (-1.9◦C) throughout the year, while the salinity varies. The absolute salin-247

ity at M740, 328 m depth, is about 0.1 g kg−1 higher during summer than in winter (Fig.248

2b, squares, and 6d). At M530 (354 m depth), the phasing of the seasonality in salinity249

is similar, but since the amplitude is slightly lower, the difference in salinity between the250

two moorings is largest during winter (JJA) and smallest in autumn and spring.251

The seasonal changes in hydrography are accompanied by seasonality in the strength252

of the along-slope current, which is strongest (0.20-0.25 m s−1) at the bottom of M740253

and M530) in autumn and weakest (<0.10 m s−1) in spring (Fig. 6e). The current above254

the upper part of the slope hence increases when the thermocline is deepening and the255

temperatures above the slope decrease, and the current is weak when the thermocline256

is shoaling and temperatures increase. This is consistent with a barotropic, along-slope257

current driven by Ekman convergence along the coast. As surface water piles up along258

the coast, the current strength increases rapidly, and the thermocline depth decreases.259
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While interannual variability of the ASC, its cause, and effect on the mWDW in-260

flow and the hydrography on the continental shelf are discussed by Steiger (2023), we261

note here that the link between weak currents and high temperatures, established above262

on a seasonal scale, also holds on interannual time scales. When we subtract the mean263

seasonal signal from records of monthly mean temperature and along-slope velocity, Fig.264

11, a consistent pattern of interannual variability appears; temperatures are generally265

above average for the first and last part of the record, and below average in the middle266

part of the record. The along-slope velocity shows the opposite pattern, with velocities267

less than average in the first and last parts of the record. Over the full record, temper-268

ature and current anomalies are negatively correlated (typically r ≃ −0.5 at mid-level269

on M740, significant at 95% level following (Sciremammano, 1979)) with the maximum270

correlation occurring at one month lag (current leads). The correlation is lower (typi-271

cally r ≃ −0.4 and barely significant at 95%-level) at M530.272

Returning to the current measurements from M530 and M740, we note that it is not273

only the strength but also the vertical structure of the current that changes throughout274

the year (Fig. 7). The vertical shear in the shallower part of the records (above 200 mab275

and typically within the WW-layer) and that of the lower part of the water column (af-276

fected by mWDW) evolves differently throughout the year. To highlight the difference277

in the seasonal evolution of the vertical shear, we show the monthly mean ”bulk” gra-278

dient, ∆u/∆z of the two layers in Fig. 9 and compare the results to the observed hor-279

izontal density gradients (using the equations for thermal wind balance) and seasonal280

changes in ∆ITD (Fig. 8).281

The currents in the portion of the water column that is more than 200 mab show282

little change with depth during most of the year (August - March/April), while gradi-283

ents are relatively large during the winter months. The currents then increase with depth284

throughout most of the (observed) water column. The thermal wind balance tells us that285

the density hence must be increasing towards the south. Indeed, CTD-profiles collected286

by instrumented Weddell Seals in the area during winter suggest that salinities in the287

upper part of the water columns are higher over shallower isobaths (Fig. 10). The ob-288

served shear (above 200 mab) is largest at M530, but this is partly an artifact of the anal-289

ysis, as the small depth range with data return during austral summer at M740 limits290

the depth range over which the velocity gradient in Fig. 9a is calculated. The vertical291

gradients are weaker and close to zero during spring and summer, especially at M530. The292
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magnitude of the vertical gradient over the upper layer agrees with thermal wind esti-293

mates using the observed horizontal density gradient (Fig. 9a,c).294

We saw above that the bottom enhancement is - at least partly - associated with295

mWDW ”climbing” up along the bottom and upward-sloping isotherms, but although296

there is a tendency for higher values of ∆ITD during winter (Fig. 8) there is no appar-297

ent seasonal signal in the vertical velocity shear for the lower part of the water column298

(Fig. 9b).299

Finally, we note that the seasonal signal in temperature observed at M2570, located300

80 km to the northeast of M740, above the 2570 m isobath, is out of phase with the ob-301

servations from M740 and M530; when the temperature drops above the upper part of302

the continental slope as the mWDW deepens, the temperature at M2570 increases, sug-303

gesting that the mWDW rises above the deeper part of the slope (Fig. 6f). A similar304

temperature maximum in March-April is observed at similar depths in the monthly cli-305

matology from Kapp Norvegia (Hattermann, 2018) above the deeper part of the slope306

(Fig. 6f, but these records all show an additional, secondary temperature maximum in307

December-January. Lauber, de Steur, et al. (2023) show similar out-of-phase behavior308

in thermocline depth between shallow and deep isobaths just east of the Fimbul ice shelf309

(around the 0◦W).310

4 Discussion311

New observations spanning the period 2017-2021 from two moorings on the upper312

part of the continental slope just east of the Filchner Trough reveal details of the struc-313

ture, seasonality, and interannual variability of the ASC/ASF at the southern Weddell314

Sea continental slope. The study area is on the border between the ”Fresh shelf/Surface315

intensified ASC” in the east and the ”Dense shelf/Bottom intensified ASC” further west316

(Huneke et al., 2022; Thompson et al., 2018). The westward flowing current is bottom317

enhanced, in agreement with the modeled results by Huneke et al. (2022), but contrary318

to their results, the current shows a strong seasonal signal also at depth; the current is319

strongest during April-June when monthly mean currents reach a strength of 0.25 (0.15)320

m s−1 at 25 (250) mab.321

The vertical shear is largest when the current is strongest in April-June. This is322

due to an on-shore directed salinity gradient in the upper layer. The monthly mean along-323

slope velocities in April-June are 0.1-0.2 m s−1 larger than the minimum velocity, which324
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is recorded in September-October. The amplitude of seasonal variability in the along-325

slope current is larger at the bottom than higher up in the water column and larger over326

shallower isobaths (M530) than over deeper isobaths (M750). The timing of the maximum327

velocities in late autumn observed at M530 and M750 align with maximum ASC trans-328

port inferred at 17◦W (Graham et al., 2013) and with maximum velocities reported from329

the Prime Meridian and Kapp Norvegia (0 / 12◦W, Le Paih et al., 2020). We note, how-330

ever, that the seasonal amplitude in M530 and M750 is larger by a factor of at least two331

(compared to Le Paih et al., 2020; Auger et al., 2022).332

The thermocline depth shows a pronounced seasonal cycle (Årthun et al., 2012; Sem-333

per & Darelius, 2017), with a vertical excursion of about 200 m in its (monthly) mean334

position. This vertical excursion in the monthly averaged records is distinct from excur-335

sions of similar amplitude on daily timescales caused by coastal trapped waves (Jensen336

et al., 2013). The thermocline is at its shallowest towards the end of the summer (Febru-337

ary), and it then drops rapidly in Autumn (March - April) when the mWDW more or338

less completely disappears from M530.339

The seasonal inflow of mWDW onto the continental shelf east of the FT (Årthun340

et al., 2012; Ryan et al., 2017) occasionally reaches the Filchner ice front (Darelius et341

al., 2016), and it is tightly linked to the seasonality above the slope. The thermocline342

deepens in March-April and shuts off the warm inflow, as mWDW is no longer available343

at depths shallower than the depth of the shelf break (Ryan et al., 2017). The prolonged344

warm inflow in 2017 (Ryan et al., 2020), during which warmer than usual mWDW was345

surrounding oceanographic moorings on the shelf (76◦S, see Fig. 1) several months longer346

than in the rest of the record (Ryan et al., 2017; Steiger, 2023), does, however, not seem347

to be caused by a prolonged warm situation on the shelf break. While water during the348

inflow season of 2017 is warmer than ”normal” (Fig. 11), the warm water disappears from349

the upper part of the slope in April ”as usual” (Fig. 3b) and winter temperatures in 2017350

at M530/740 were not anomalously high.351

We note that the period during which actual inflow, i.e., southward flow, is observed352

at 76◦S (Ryan et al., 2017, their ”phase 2” (roughly April-June), see their Fig. 3) coin-353

cides with the period of maximum current strength at M530 and M750 (Fig. 6d). The ad-354

vection time scale from the shelf break to 76S is on the order of several weeks or months355

(Steiger, 2023), and since the mWDW appears at the 76S mooring sites before or im-356

mediately after the currents here shift to a southward direction, there must have been357
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southward flow on the continental shelf further north earlier in the season. One plau-358

sible explanation, consistent with the observations, is that a circulation cell on the shelf359

east of the FT, which includes a southward flow (of mWDW, when present) and a north-360

ward return flow above the eastern flank of the FT, extends further south in the period361

when the current over the shelf break is strongest.362

Easterly winds and converging Ekman transports along the coast generally cause363

a southward deepening of the thermocline (Sverdrup, 1953), but the mooring records show364

a persistent upward slope of isotherms (and hence isopycnals) towards the shelf break.365

Isotherms sloping upwards towards the shelf break are regularly observed above the con-366

tinental slope in CTD sections from the southern Weddell Sea (Chavanne et al., 2010;367

Nøst, 2004; Heywood et al., 1998, and Fig. 2). The uplift could potentially facilitate the368

on-shelf flow of warm water as mWDW is lifted to shallower depths - but the uplift is369

largest during winter when the warm inflow is limited (Fig. 5c). Nøst et al. (2011) sug-370

gest that one potential explanation for the shoaling isotherms (isopycnals) is the inter-371

action between eddies and a sloping topography (Greatbatch & Li, 2000). We note, how-372

ever, that the Eddy Kinetic Energy (EKE) in the region shows a pronounced maximum373

during summer (Darelius et al., 2023, , their Fig. 6), whereas the uplift is largest dur-374

ing winter.375

It is also possible that the presence of the FT is causing or contributing to the south-

ward thermocline shoaling, as water columns are steered onto shallower isobaths to con-

serve potential vorticity when encountering the ”corner” (i.e., the southward bending

isobaths) of the FT opening (Williams et al., 2001). To further investigate this effect,

we apply the scaling for the radius of curvature, Rc, suggested by Williams et al. (2001)

to a barotropic shelf break jet over a sloping bottom that encounters a sharp corner:

Rc = 1.3

√
Uh0

f∇h
(3)

where U is the along slope velocity, h0 the initial depth of the stream line considered,

f = 10−4 s−1 the Coriolis parameter and ∇h ≃ ∆h/∆x ≃ 0.04 at the mooring site.

If the shear of the jet is small compared to f and we assume that changes in the shape

of the jet as it moves around the corner can be ignored (in Williams et al. (2001) sim-

ulations, this largely holds above the slope but not on the shelf), then conservation of

potential vorticity gives

f

h0
=

f − U/Rc

h0 −∆h
(4)
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and we can solve for ∆h = F (U,∇h, h0), where ∆h is the change in depth of a water376

column needed to compensate for the change in potential vorticity of the turning jet. ∆h377

increases for increasing values of U, h0, and ∇h (Fig. 12a) and are on the order of 100-378

200m for values relevant to our mooring site. If the entire jet moves onto shallower iso-379

baths, then the depth of a given isotherm D0 would decrease so that D′
0 = D0/h0x(h0−380

∆h), and since the effect is larger over shallower isobaths, this gives rise to upward slop-381

ing isotherms (Fig. 12b). The scaling suggests that the effect could be noticeable at the382

mooring site and that it, in accordance with the observations, would increase with in-383

creasing velocities. Note, however, that the results and the scaling by Williams et al. (2001)384

are valid for a barotropic jet and a case where all isobaths make a corner, whereas, on385

the mooring site, the current has a baroclinic component (Fig. 7) and only the shallower386

isobaths turn into the Filchner Trough. A similar behavior, with streamlines ”cutting387

the corner” to conserve potential vorticity, is, however, observed also in Williams et al.388

(2001)’s trough simulations, which largely resembles the setting at the Filchner Trough389

(albeit barotropic and in the northern hemisphere). It is not clear how stratification and390

the baroclinic component of the flow would affect the results.391

5 Summary392

We have described the mean properties and the seasonal signal of the ASC/ASF393

system above the upper part of the slope just east of the Filchner Trough based on new,394

four-year-long mooring records. In this region, the ASC close to the shelf break has a395

mean strength of about 0.1 m s−1, and the current is bottom-enhanced. The vertical shear396

in the upper part of the water column is largest during austral winter when the horizon-397

tal salinity gradient between the relatively dense shelf and the fresher waters of the ASC398

is largest. The isotherms in the lower part of the water column shoal towards the shelf399

break, and since the isotherms are parallel to isopycnals, the tilt contributes to the bot-400

tom enhancement of the current. Maximum isotherm tilt is observed during winter, and401

it is larger for higher temperatures and stronger currents. We suggest that the shoaling402

is linked to local topography and the conservation of potential vorticity. As the ASC en-403

counters the southward turning isobaths marking the opening of the FT, it climbs higher404

up on the slope to compensate for the potential vorticity induced by the curved stream-405

lines.406
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The mooring records reveal a strong seasonality in the ASC/ASF system, with the407

highest along-slope velocities in April-June and the highest temperatures / shallowest408

thermocline in February-March. Anomalously strong currents appear to be connected409

to negative temperature anomalies at one month lag.410

Further observational and modeling studies are needed to understand the link be-411

tween atmospheric forcing, the strength of the ASC / ASF and the inflow of warm wa-412

ter towards the ice shelf cavities.413
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Figure 1. Map over the study area with bathymetry (Fretwell et al., 2013) in blue shading

according to the colorbar. The 500 m isobath is highlighted in black. The circulation in the area

is shown with blue (outflow of ISW) and red (slope front and coastal current) arrows (Darelius

et al., 2014; Ryan et al., 2017), and the positions of the M530/740 (red circle), M2570 (magenta

triangle), Kapp Norvegia (black pentagon) moorings and moorings at 76◦S (cyan squares) are

indicated. Floating ice shelves are shown in dark gray and land in light gray. FT indicates the

Filchner Trough, KN is Kapp Norvegia, and FIS is the Filchner Ice Shelf. The insets show (up-

per, left) the position of the study area and (lower, right) a zoom-in to the area marked with a

red rectangle in the main figure, covering the upper part of the continental slope at the FT open-

ing. In the latter, positions of the CTD-section shown in Fig. 2 are marked with green squares

and mean currents (25 mab) from historical moorings (black dots, Foldvik et al., 2004; Jensen et

al., 2013; K. B. Daae et al., 2017) and M740 and M530 (red dots) are shown as sticks. The blue

arrow on the continental shelf in the lower left corner gives the velocity scale. Isobaths are shown

every 250 m, with the 500 m isobath in bold.
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Figure 2. a) Temperature sections across the continental slope at the position of mooring

M740 and M530 (roughly along 30◦W, see Fig. 1 for location) occupied 25 February (duration 17

h) in 2017. The position of individual CTD profiles is indicated with black triangles at the upper

y-axis. The position of the moorings is indicated in (a), where black dots denote temperature

sensors, red circles salinity sensors, and where levels with velocity records are marked in green.

The dashed white lines show the target depth of the temperature sensors at M2570. b) Θ-SA di-

agram showing monthly mean hydrography from M740 at 707 m (triangles) and 328 m (squares)

depth color-coded with respect to time. The grey dots show the complete hydrography record

from the mooring, while the CTD-cast occupied in the vicinity of the mooring site on recovery

(February 2021) is shown in white.
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Figure 3. Hovmöller diagram of temperature at a) M740 and b) M530. Hovmöller diagram

of alongslope velocity at c) M740 and d) M530. Triangles at the y-axis show the measurement

depths, and the triangles on the upper x-axis mark 1 January of each year. The current meter

data are low-pass filtered using a 5th-order Butterworth filter with a cut-off period of 48 h to

remove tides and topographic Rossby waves (Jensen et al., 2013). Note that the vertical scale

differs between (a-b) and (c-d) and that the lower ADCP bin and point measurement of velocity

are extended vertically over >100m. Periods without data are marked in grey
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Figure 4. Time-averaged a) current profile from M740, b) temperature profiles from M740 and

M530 according to the legend and c) current profile for M530. The bottom depth is indicated in

grey, where the dashed grey line in (b) is the bottom depth at M530 and the filled box the bot-

tom depth at M740. The scale arrow in the lower left corner of (c) is valid for (a) and (c), and

the velocity vectors shown are horizontal velocities. For clarity, results from every other (every

fourth) ADCP-bin are shown in a(c).
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Figure 5. a) Line histograms of ∆ITD for isotherms according to the legend. The colored

triangles at the upper x-axis show the time-averaged value of ∆ITD for the respective isotherm.

Positive values indicate that the isotherm is higher up in the water column on M530 than on

M740. b) Time-averaged difference in along slope velocity (∆u) between the two lowest levels

with current measurements (see Table 1) in 0.2◦C wide temperature bins for M740 (red squares)

and M530 (blue circles). Negative values indicate that the velocity decreases upward. The shad-

ing shows a conservative estimate of the standard error (see sec. 2.1) for ∆u (for M740), and the

dashed line shows the number of observations within each bottom temperature bin for M740.
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Figure 6. Mean seasonal cycle of a) local zonal wind and sea ice concentration, b) temper-

ature as a function of depth at M740,c) bottom temperature d) upper-level Absolute Salinity at

M740 (328 m, squares / red line, dashed white line in panel b) and M530 (354 m, triangles / blue

line), e) along-slope velocity, and f) temperature at mooring M2570 at 571 m (black line) and

371 m (dashed, black line) depth. The mean seasonal cycle in bottom temperature at M740 (red

line, from panel c) and the seasonal cycle extracted from the Kapp Norvegia climatology (marked

H18 in the legend, Hattermann, 2018) at similar isobath and depths are included for comparison

(magenta lines). In (b), the black triangles on the y-axis show the depth of the sensors, and in (a,

c-f), the shaded area shows the standard error. The color of the markers in panel (c) shows the

temperature at the same depth using the color scale from panel (b).
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Figure 7. Deployment mean vertical profiles of along-slope velocity for a) January, b) Febru-

ary, c) March, d) April, e) May, f) June, g) July, h) August, i) September, j) October, k) Novem-

ber and l) December at M740 (red) and M530 (blue). Monthly mean profiles from individual years

at M740 are shown in grey. The velocity scale is centered around the value observed at M740, 300

m depth, but the range shown is the same in all panels so that gradients are comparable. The

dashed lines in (l) show the vertical range of ∆u shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 8. Monthly mean ∆ITD for isotherms according to the legend. Only values for months

when the isotherm was within the vertical range of the two moorings more than 25% of the time

are shown.
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Figure 9. Monthly mean vertical gradients in along slope velocity over a) the middle and

b) the lower part of the water column. The dashed lines show the vertical velocity gradient es-

timated from the horizontal density difference between the two moorings (thermal wind) with

density calculated from the observed temperature and salinity (black) and temperature only

using eq. 2 (grey). Only months for which the temperature is within the temperature range for

which eq. 2 is valid (-1.5< Θ < 0.4◦C) at both moorings more than 75% of the time are shown.

The depth ranges used for the different layers and moorings are indicated in Fig. 7l. Note that

the y-axis is reversed. Negative values indicate that the velocity increases towards the bottom. c)

Monthly mean in situ density difference between M740 and M530 at about 510 m (squares) and

340 m (triangles) depth calculated from observed salinity and temperature (black) and temper-

ature only (grey). Positive values indicate that the density at M530 is higher. Note that there is

a ≃30m difference in the depth of the sensors at the two moorings. The figure is based on data

recorded before June 2019, when the lower current meters stopped recording.
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Figure 10. Monthly mean profiles of Absolute Salinity (continuous lines) collected by instru-

mented Weddell Seals between the 500-600 m isobath (orange) and the 600-700 m isobath (blue)

in the shelf break region upstream of FT. The standard deviation is given by color shading, and

the number of profiles included in the mean profiles is indicated by the dashed lines, following

the upper horizontal axis. Only profiles with a thick (>150 m) WW layer (Θ < −1.8◦ C) are

included.
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Figure 11. De-seasoned, monthly mean anomalies of temperature at a) M740 and b) M530

and of along slope velocity at c) M740 and d) M530. For clarity, only levels and months where the

anomaly is larger than one standard deviation are shown, and the depth ranges without velocity

measurements are colored grey. Note that the current meters at 25 mab stopped recording in

June 2019 on both moorings.
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Figure 12. a) Change in depth (∆h) for the turning jet as a function of velocity, for different

initial depth of the streamlines (h0, color according to legend) and slope (∇h = 0.04 solid lines

and ∇h = 0.01 dashed lines). b) Position of (initially horizontal) isotherms after a ∆h = 200m

onshore shift. c) Sketch showing the streamlines (dashed lines) of a barotropic jet encountering

a corner in the bathymetry (black lines) in the southern hemisphere. The current enters from

the lower bottom (black arrows) and deeper water is to the right of the current (freely after

Williams et al., 2001, , their Fig. 5).
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